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AGGRESSIVE, ETHICAL REPRESENTATION FOR OVER 30 YEARS

Prolonged Recovery
from Your Car Accident?
Getting the Insurance
Company to Pay Gets Tricky…

If you’ve been in a car accident, you likely experienced back and neck pain. Even insurance companies will agree, having
your body thrashed around in a violent crash causes pain, stiffness, and often requires some medical treatment.
However, if you’re experiencing a prolonged recovery, insurance companies are quick to deny your treatment. Generally,
they will first argue that your prolonged treatment wasn’t necessary and that you are malingering (a fancy way to say that
you’re faking it).
Next, they may claim that you had some type of pre-existing issue that is really the cause of the pain. Remember that back
twinge you had three years ago while helping your brother move? Well, if you got some physical therapy for it, the insurance will claim that’s really why you got all of that treatment after your accident.
If for some reason you had delayed receiving care after your accident, the insurance company will also argue that the treatment simply was unrelated to the accident. For example, if you didn’t go to the ER after your accident because you didn’t
have health insurance, that may be held against you.
That said, if you’ve been in a car accident, and your recovery is more complicated than you had hoped, give us a call. We
can either help you by representing you, or give you ammunition you can use when dealing with the insurance company.
At our firm one of our core values is “empowerment through education.” Since our consultations are free, you’re only hurting yourself if you don’t make the call!
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Caution Urged with NSAIDs
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are commonly utilized over-thecounter and prescription pain relievers that many people may want to take a second
look at, depending on their circumstances. Mounting evidence suggests that these
pharmaceuticals increase a person’s risk of heart attack and stroke.
The Food and Drug Administration thinks the evidence is noteworthy, as they recently
ordered drug manufacturers to toughen the warning labels on these medications.
Aspirin was not included on the new warning labels, since it has been found to lower
cardiovascular risks in some patients.
Taking an occasional NSAID here and there should not be a problem for someone who
has a healthy heart if they follow the correct dosages. However, chronic users or those
who already have heart issues elevate their risk of heart attack or stroke anywhere
from 10–50 percent, depending on the drug and the dosage being used.
Researchers believe that NSAIDs alter the lining of blood vessels, opening the door to blood-clot formation. Common
NSAIDs include Advil and Motrin (ibuprofen); Aleve (naproxen); and the prescription drug Celebrex. Multi-symptom cold
medications, many of which contain NSAIDs, often fly under the radar, catching people unaware.
For people whom NSAIDs have brought relief from severe arthritis pain, the best course of action is to consult with their
doctor. In some cases, the risks of NSAID use are outweighed by the benefits of diminished pain.
Awareness of the issue, good doctor-patient communication, and exploring the options to NSAID use are the keys to successfully navigating the potential NSAID minefield.

Some Falls Shouldn’t Happen
Falls are a common occurrence among the elderly. Diminished strength, reaction time, vision, and
balance; injury; and disease are all contributing factors. However, the incidence of falls is significantly elevated in nursing homes, compared to seniors who live at home or with loved ones.
Up to 75 percent of nursing home residents fall on an annual basis, more than double the rate
for elderly citizens in the general population. Adults age 65 and over are also four times more
likely to die from falls or fall-related complications in a nursing home than they are living at
home or with other family. To be fair, elderly residents in nursing homes tend to be older and in
poorer health than seniors who live at home. Even so, nursing homes should be able to prevent
the majority of these incidents.
In too many situations, a nursing home may put profit ahead of the well-being of residents. Many
nursing homes are understaffed to save on costs, resulting in employees who are stressed, overworked, and undertrained. In this climate, the risk of resident falls is heightened. Proper foot care, shoes, and walking aids may be neglected.
Environmental hazards such as poor lighting and slippery or littered floors may go unaddressed. Incorrect bed heights and
faulty bed rails might go unremedied as well.
Falls produce not only physical harm, but emotional and psychological damage as well. The fear of falling may cause a
resident to lose further function, withdraw socially, and suffer depression.
If your loved one has experienced a fall in a nursing home, contact a nursing home attorney to protect their rights.
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Bristlemouths were thought to be exceedingly plentiful as far back as the 1870s. But in the 20th
century, a massive, dense layer of ocean life was discovered that migrated toward the ocean surface
at night and retreated to the depths during the day. Krill, a wide variety of fish, and siphonophores (gelatinous, translucent creatures) dominated the layer. Surprisingly, bristlemouths were an afterthought.
Perhaps word of their abundance had been exaggerated.
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Bristlemouths are approximately four
inches long or less. They have disproportionately big mouths filled with sharp teeth (hence their
name) to terrorize smaller fish and copepods, and they dwell most comfortably one-half mile to
one mile below the ocean surface.
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When it comes to the most abundant vertebrates on the planet, the
bristlemouth fish takes top honors—
population…over one quadrillion!
Seven billion humans is a drop in the
bucket.
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King of the Sea…and the Planet!
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The Bristlemouth:

However, from 2010 to 2014, more intensive efforts in ocean research accompanied by the most cutting-edge
technology and finer-mesh nets yielded resounding reaffirmation that bristlemouths were indeed at the top of the vertebrate heap. Though they shied away from the migratory layer of ocean life, they were seemingly everywhere else.
Bristlemouths have a fascinating quality that sets them apart from the crowd. They can illuminate their bellies, which spares
them from larger predators. When predators approach from below, they see a sea creature’s dark silhouette contrasted with
the light from the surface. When a bristlemouth illuminates its underside, the silhouette is masked, rendering it virtually invisible.
If there’s strength in numbers, it’s good to be a bristlemouth.

Want to Live on the Moon
(or Eventually Mars)?
A new study suggests that NASA and private companies could partner together to put humans on the moon again
(it’s been 46 years since man first landed on the moon) within five to seven years and at a projected cost of about
$10 billion. Once there, the U.S. could help build a lunar colony that might well serve as a “dry run” for building
a colony on Mars someday. One tricky hurdle to overcome: the moon is just 239,000 miles from the Earth, while
Mars sits a whopping 140 million miles away. Despite the obstacles, President Obama has said that he believes
that by the mid-2030s the U.S. could send humans to orbit Mars and return safely to Earth.
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This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, medical malpractice, and other issues. It is for information purposes only and is not intended to
be legal advice. Prior to acting on any information contained here, you should seek and retain competent counsel. The information in this newsletter may be freely copied and
distributed as long as the newsletter is copied in its entirety.

Silent Menace in the
Paciﬁc Northwest
A silent seismic threat far exceeding that of the San Andreas Fault lurks 700
miles off the Pacific Northwest coast: the Cascadian subduction zone (CSZ).
Its existence wasn’t known as of 45 years ago, but northern California up to
Vancouver Island, Canada, may be in peril from a 9.0+ quake and resultant
tsunami.
The CSZ, unlike most other subduction zones (areas where tectonic plates
collide), displays no perceptible evidence of seismic activity. No occasional
rumblings or shaking…nothing. No earthquakes of any kind have been recorded
since tracking began in the United States. However, evidence pieced together
approximately 30 years ago showed that the CSZ hasn’t always been silent.
A ghost forest of dead western red cedars still standing on the banks of the Copolis River near the Washington coast tells the
story. Saltwater killed the trees. Most scientists had believed the trees died slowly as the sea level rose. However, in the 1980s
clues in soil layers revealed that the trees died suddenly as a result of land subsidence—the ground level plummeted dramatically—something only an earthquake could produce. The trees’ growth-ring patterns confirmed that the trees died simultaneously
sometime between August 1699 and May 1700. The Japanese recorded a tsunami in that same time frame that, puzzlingly, was
unaccompanied by an earthquake. Mystery solved.
Researchers also now know from continental slope debris at the bottom of the ocean that there have been 41 CSZ earthquakes
in the past 10,000 years, an average of one every 243 years. According to those numbers, the Pacific Northwest is overdue. This
is one area of study in which scientists are hoping they are dead wrong.

